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Cloby, for every adventure no matter how big or small! 

Becoming a parent is a life changing event. When we became parents of our 3 young 

kids we lived abroad and had to travel a lot with our kids. This inspired us to develop 

products that make your life a little easier when you’re on the go with your little ones. 

Smart solutions made from pure materials. 

We aim to create premium quality products that are made of sustainable materials and 

are also sustainable in their usage. To make sure you can enjoy them for years to come!

INTRODUCTION



Babies and young children are extra sensitive to sun 

rays. Be sunsafe and protect your little one against the 

sun’s harmful rays with our multifunctional UV blanket!

UV BLANKETS

The super soft UV blanket is made of a 

breathable organic cotton and bamboo 

blend. The sun protection is  created only 

by the special weaving of the fabric, and 

not by any chemical additives.

FABRIC TO LOVE



With two snap buttons for easy 

attachment, the UV blankets have 

endless configurations. Discover 

their multi functionality.

Safe Stroller Cover with sufficient 

airflow.

• carrier cover

• feeding cover

• buggy blanket

• cape

• snuggle blanket

MULTIFUNCTIONAL USE





Our beach Poncho’s are made from the same supersoft fabric as the UV blankets. 

The poncho’s have a front pocket, hood, and 2 snapbuttons under the arm to stay in 

place during playtime. 

With a natural UPF 50+ sun protection, and highly absorbent fabric the poncho 

is the ideal companion for sunny beach and pool days. Thanks to the lightweight 

fabric it;s easy to stack it in your packed mombag!

PONCHO’S







Forget those plastic pegs and style up your stroller with 

our beautiful magentic Clips! The Clips help you out in so 

many occassions.

They are reversible to fit your fashion mood, and 

compatible with practically any stroller, car seat or carrier.

MAGNETIC SWADDLE CLIPS



The Clips hold toys and covers to your stroller, car seat & carrier.

Or attach a cloth to function as a feeding cover or bib.

Thanks to their stylish design they also stay beautiful to use at home. 

Also discover the canvas 

Clips with a reflective 

strip to keep you safe and 

visible after dark!



The special blend of organic cotton, bamboo and elastane is super soft and 

breathable. Secondly the bamboo fabric is hypoallergenic and anti-bacterial so 

perfect for a little babie’s sensitive skin. On top of that the fabric naturally provides 

UPF 50+ sun protection! The suits have a comfy fit with buttons at the front & 

between the legs for easy changing and dressing. A beautiful playsuit to wear day and 

night, all year round!

PLAYSUITS & BEANIE HATS



Eco-friendly bib made of natural Portuguese cork, one of the 

worlds most sustainable materials. The soft and flexible cork fabric 

is wipeable and stain resistant, the perfect material for a bib. With 

3 buttons to adjust size and a pocket to catch spills. The cork fabric 

is easy to clean, just softly rinse or wipe the bib after use and it is 

good to go for your next meal!

CORK BIB



Soft and warm 2 sided blanket. 

Made of sustainable materials, 

but also sustainable in usage. 

This is not just a cot-blanket 

that you use the first few 

weeks after your baby is born. 

Thanks to 4 snapbuttons it 

is also very useful on the go 

with your baby or toddler. A 

blanket you can enjoy for years 

to come!

MULTIFUNCTIONAL 
TEDDY BLANKET



• Footmuff 

• Carrier-cover

• Crib blanket 

• Wrap blanket

• Organic cotton & recycled polyester  

• Super soft & warm

With 4 snap buttons for easy attachment, 

the teddy blankets have endless 

configurations. Discover their multi 

functionality!

MULTIFUNCTIONAL USE



Keep your little one warm and cozy during the cold winter months. 

With these super soft and cute teddy hat, scarf & mittens your little 

one is ready to explore the world! 

Made of organic cotton and the softest recycled polyester teddy.

TEDDY HAT, MITTENS & SCARF



MULTIFUNCTIONAL TEDDY BLANKET
95x75 cm
TOG 2.5 
Plain side: 100% organic cotton | Teddy side 100% recycled polyester

Off white Grey

Natural Off-white 

CORK BIB 

UV BLANKETS - UPF50+ 
95x73 cm
52% organic cotton | 43% viscose from bamboo | 5% elastane 

Stone Grey

Spicy Ginger Midnight Black

Misty Rose Coconut Brown Sandy Beach

Olive Green Dusty Blue

Reversible Hat
Off White

Teddy Set: Hat, Scarf & Mittens
Off White

Teddy Scarf
Off White

Teddy Mittens
Off White

TEDDY HAT, MITTENS & SCARF
6-12 months
Organic Cotton | Recycled Polyester

THE COLLECTION

PONCHO’S - UPF50+ 
1-3 years
52% organic cotton | 43% viscose from bamboo | 5% elastane 

Olive Green Sandy Beach/
Olive Green       

Sandy Beach/
Spicy Ginger

Sandy Beach

PLAYSUITS & BEANIE KNOT HATS - UPF 50+ 
50/56 (0-3M)|62/68 (3-6M)|74/80 (6-9M) 
52% organic cotton | 43% viscose from bamboo | 5% elastane 

Stone Grey Misty Rose Coconut Brown Olive Green

Olive GreenStone Grey Misty Rose Coconut Brown

MAGNETIC SWADDLE CLIPS 

Leather brown/grey    Leather black/grey    Leather beige/grey     Canvas reflective black/grey



www.mycloby.com


